
 

WIRTH PARK ADVENTURE AND WELCOME CENTER 
 
PMT MEETING #4 
HGA OFFICE 
DECEMBER 8, 2014  2:30-4:30 
 

PMT Attendees: Adam Arvidson, Dana Murdoch, Dave Bryan, Anthony Taylor, Mike Erickson, Willie 
Anderson, Troy Tschida,  Piotr Bednarski, 
 
Consultant Attendees:  Dan Yudchitz, Steven Dwyer, Erica Christenson (HGA); Jon Schmenck (Herfort 
Norby Golf Course Architects) 
 

Meeting Notes 
 
Adam Arvidson reviewed general state of project and PAC meeting. 
 Some unknowns still and staff is working on putting a process in place to figure them out: 

 Site influences (moving the road or not) 

 Community feedback  

 Golf configuration 

 
Adam is transitioning to Interim Director of Strategic Planning and is in the process of determining 
how his role as PM on this project will be affected. 
 
The PAC meeting included members of the golf, mountain bike and neighborhood communities.  
The key things discussed were: 

 Concerns over parking across the road and pedestrian crossing 

 Amount of parking adjacent to the parkway and altering the parkway experience 

 Overlap of Par 3 course and stadiums 

 Some asked explicitly for more than a café (i.e. Sea Salt) 
 

There will be a follow up meeting with the golf PAC members to discuss the opportunities and 
concerns on 12.17.14. 

 
Piotr reviewed recent Loppet meeting. The Loppet reviewed the presentation given at the 3

rd
 PMT 

meeting, made some comments and followed up with a sketch: 
 Concerned about viewing the building across the parking lot 

 Debating the extents of food service: seriously considering food truck 

 Could some of the existing parking be reused (space and material) 

 Would like to consider 2 stories: better for café user experience, smaller foot print and program 
separation 

 Had some comments to the architectural floor plan 

 
 
Erica reviewed updates to site plan and costs for moving the road vs. bridge. HGA showed some 
additional benchmarking of parking/arrival/building siting along parkways within the twin cities. Two 
additional studies were looking at previously unexplored building locations, one of which converged with 
the sketch sent by the loppet. 

 Concept A remains as it did in PMT#3, but showing the extents of ramping and bridge 

 Concept E shows a bus turning radii – responding to PAC comments on neighborhood access 
and planning for school bus drop off 

 Concept G shows a more centralized building location, separate driveway with turn around and 
parking in location of current parking lot 

 
Comments on these concepts included: 

 The golf course changes in concept G would be difficult: 1
st
 tee up on hill would be too close to 

building and moving green 7 might not be feasible since it would require shortening the fairway 



 

 The circulation in G is interesting but inefficient (separate road) and service around the back 
isn’t quite believable 

 The road move continues to be of interest and the Loppet asked to be involved in 
conversations with the Park Board as they decide if/how to move this idea forward. 

 Trying to save the parking lot in the existing location even in part could be cost effective 

 Try moving the building east along the hill 

 Move stadia even further east 

 Start to show masterplan MTB trails 

 
 
Steven and Dan reviewed new developments of the building. They had updates on the single story option 
from the last PMT meeting but also two new options for a two-story floor plan. Both concepts refined 
viewing opportunities, operable walls and decks. HGA will need a direction soon on 1 or 2 stories. 
 

Comments on these concepts included: 

 Positive feedback on the south facing aspect 

 Like the second floor deck and 2 stories 

 Want to get people outside to view, so not as much emphasis on the interior viewing areas 
 

Food discussions 

 Food vendors have been adamant about a 2
nd

 floor terrace option 

 Range of food options: Loppet will finalize a decision so arch can move ahead 

 Dana will send sf of Sea Salt, Tin Fish, and Sandcastle 
 
Gathering space/loppet space 

 Want to see metrics on gathering numbers (what the rooms fit) 

 Questions about level separation and perception of public access vs. members only 
o Loppet thinks it will be better to have vertical separation so cues are non-verbal 
o MPRB would like public amenities on 2

nd
 floor in distinct area (decks) 

 
 
Adam brought up the format of the public open houses. HGA will provide a draft of the presentation for 
the public review at the next PMT meeting.  Keep the feedback limited to program, pros and cons of 
elements, etc. “Here’s the feedback we’re looking for…” 
 
 
 
 
Next meeting 
January 13

th
, 2015 1- 3pm at HGA 

 
 


